 Programme frequency, type, time and duration do not explain the effects of balance exercise in older adults: a systematic review with a meta-regression analysis
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ABSTRACT
Objective The objective of this systematic review was to examine the effects of different balance exercise interventions compared with non-balance exercise controls on balance task performance in older adults. Design Systematic review. Data sources Medline, Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature, EMBASE, Scopus and Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews were searched until July 2017. Eligibility criteria for selecting studies Systematic reviews and meta-analyses of randomised trials of balance exercise interventions for older adults were identified for extraction of eligible randomised trials. Eligibility criteria for inclusion of randomised trials in meta-analyses were comparison of a balance exercise intervention with a control group that did not perform balance exercises, report of at least one end-intervention balance outcome measurement that was consistent with the five subgroups of balance exercise identified, and full-text article available in English. Results Ninety-five trials were included in meta-analyses and 80 in meta-regressions. For four balance exercise types (control centre of mass, multidimensional, mobility and reaching), significant effects for balance exercise interventions were found in meta-analyses (standardised mean difference (SMD) 0.31–0.50), however with considerable heterogeneity in observed effects (I²: 50.4%–80.6%). Risk of bias assessments (Physiotherapy Evidence Database score and funnel plots) did not explain heterogeneity. One significant relationship identified in the meta-regressions of SMD and balance exercise frequency, time and duration explained 2.1% of variance for the control centre of mass subgroup. Conclusion Limitations to this study included the variability in design of balance interventions, incomplete reporting of data and statistical heterogeneity. The design of balance exercise programmes provides inadequate explanation of the observed benefits of these interventions.

INTRODUCTION
Fall-related injury and death are a leading cause of morbidity and mortality in older adults around the world. 1 There have been many studies of exercise interventions to improve balance in older people. 2 Balance exercises improve balance and reduce falls 3, 4; however, the reporting of exercise prescription variables has been incomplete. 5 Balance exercise to date has been poorly defined and described using variable terminology, such as balance enhancing exercise, 6 balance training, 7 proprioceptive training 7 and neuromuscular training. 8 Common to these terms is the definition of exercises that challenge the postural control system. For the purposes of this review, we use the term balance exercise to encompass all forms of training of this type.

The four variables routinely manipulated in exercise prescription are frequency, intensity, type and time spent exercising. Manipulation of these variables to achieve exercise effects is known as the FITT (frequency, intensity, type, time) principle. 9 Balance exercise programme frequency (eg, sessions/week), type (eg, static balance—controlling the centre of mass (COM) over a static base of support; dynamic balance—stepping/mobility challenges; multidimensional—ie, tai chi) and time (eg, within session time measured in minutes and programme duration usually reported in weeks) are readily measurable and reported. A recent systematic review of randomised controlled trials of balance exercise interventions identified an absence in the reporting of balance exercise intensity. In addition, no instrument to rate the intensity of balance challenge intensity was identified. 4 This finding exposes a limitation in the study of balance exercise programme efficacy. It is unknown whether the frequency, type, time and duration of balance exercise programmes alone can explain the effect of balance exercise programmes on balance performance and falls incidence.

Without a valid and reliable measure of balance exercise intensity, the dose–response relationship of balance exercise, and the role of intensity, is still to be fully investigated. Studies of dose–response in aerobic and resistance exercise training have found effective minimum thresholds for these exercise types. For aerobic exercise this is 150–300 min/week at moderate intensity or 75–150 min/week at vigorous intensity. 5 For strength training this is 2–3 sessions per week at high intensity. 1 For balance exercise dosage, recommendations rely on prescription of exercise frequency, type and time. In the absence of a measure of intensity, balance exercise is generally prescribed 2–3 times per week for 45–60 min, with the most difficult tasks practised 2–3 times per session; however, this is based on expert opinion rather than research evidence. 6 10

It may be that examination of the variables of frequency, type, time and duration is sufficient for determining the minimum effective thresholds of

balance exercise to improve performance on balance outcome measures. If these factors are sufficient, then meta-regression of these factors should satisfactorily explain the variance in outcomes from trials of interventions to improve balance.

Objective of the review
The aim of this systematic review was to examine the effects of different balance exercise interventions compared with non-balance exercise controls on balance task performance in older adults. Extracted data were grouped by balance exercise type with matched balance outcome measures. The magnitude of overall programme effects and effects relative to the variables of frequency, type, time and duration was analysed.

METHODS
Randomised controlled trial identification and selection
Balance exercise intervention trials in older adults have been reported in randomised trials of exercise interventions alone, and as part of a broader ‘package’ of interventions aimed at improving balance and preventing falls. For this reason, a search for randomised trials of balance exercise interventions is potentially not broad enough to capture the trials that test the efficacy of balance exercise as a secondary intervention in this population. Therefore, a two-stage strategy of identifying systematic reviews and meta-analyses that investigated balance outcomes and exercise (±other) interventions was conducted first, with subsequent identification of eligible randomised trials from relevant review articles. Review articles were included for examination if they included at least one randomised trial examining the effect of a balance exercise intervention in an older adult population. The balance exercise intervention could be either a primary or secondary intervention. Randomised trials cited in earlier reviews were included in this review if they investigated a balance exercise intervention compared with a non-balance exercise control, reported at least one balance outcome at baseline and at the end-intervention time point, and included a majority of older adults aged ≥55 years. A previous review using this systematic search procedure was assessed using capture–recapture analysis and estimated a trial identification depth of 92% (148 of a possible 162 trials).4

Searches to identify randomised trials for inclusion in this review were completed on 20 July 2017 by the lead investigator (MKF). The searches for systematic reviews were restricted to 2006 onwards as it was expected that any randomised trials from reviews prior to 2006 were highly likely to be included in reviews in the subsequent 12-year period. Searches were performed on Medline (1946 to present and in-process and other non-indexed citations), Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature, EMBASE, Scopus and Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews. Search terms included combinations of older adult/person, elderly, geriatric, aged, balance, exercise, train, physical

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OR</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>older adult$</td>
<td>AND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elderly</td>
<td>physical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geriatric</td>
<td>physical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aged</td>
<td>intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

 intervention and activity. Exact search terms with truncation used in Medline are detailed in table 1 as example.

Step 1: systematic reviews and meta-analyses
- Systematic reviews and meta-analyses that included randomised controlled trials of balance exercise training interventions or mixed interventions that included balance exercise training.
- Publication date from January 2006.
- Majority of trial participants are older adults (>55 years).

Step 2: randomised controlled trials
- Randomised controlled trial.
- Balance exercise intervention group compared with a control group that did not perform balance exercises.
- Outcomes included a balance outcome measurement.
- Follow-up measure at end-intervention time point reported for baseline balance outcomes (mean and SD, or data from which means or SD could be calculated, eg, SE and CIs).
- Full text available.
- Article published in English.

Data extraction
Data were extracted independently by investigators MKF and LR and/or RH. The results of data extraction were then compared and merged by the three investigators to create the master data set. All discrepancies were resolved by discussion and consensus. The categorisation of extracted data was based on the principle of training specificity. Balance training may include various types of activities that require coordination of multiple body systems (eg, proprioception, vestibular, vision, neuromuscular), and training needs to be specific to the type of balancing task that is being targeted (eg, maintaining balance over fixed base of support).12 Options for the measurement of balance performance also vary from global batteries of tests, such as the Berg Balance Scale,13 to measurements of domains of balance performance, such as reaching, mobility tasks or controlling the COM over the base of support. Applying the principle of specificity to balance training recognises that differing types of balance tasks is likely to show most,

if not all, improvement on balance outcome measures that are matched to the type of balance task trained. In other words, you would not expect a balance exercise programme that involved only the performance of multidirectional stepping practice to result in an improvement in an outcome measure that assessed reaching ability, such as the Functional Reach Test. Equally a multidimensional balance exercise programme such as tai chi could conceivably result in improvement in multiple domains of balance performance, so improvement would be most appropriately assessed using a global multidimensional outcome measure, such as the Berg Balance Scale. To guide the categorisation of balance tasks and measurements, subcategories described in the classifications for the Balance Outcome Measure for Elder Rehabilitation were considered. These categories, along with the addition of a ‘multidimensional’ classification to encompass interventions such as tai chi, dance and ball or balloon games, were used to categorise the balance exercise interventions and measurements extracted from trials in this review. Classifications of interventions and matching outcomes are summarised in table 2.

For each type of balance exercise (multidimensional, reaching, control COM, mobility and stepping), the programme frequency, time and duration were extracted. For ‘mixed programs’, those not solely balance training (ie, programmes that included strength, endurance and/or flexibility, as well as balance exercises), these variables were separated. For example, if the exercise session was 60 min long, but only 10 min were spent on balance exercise, the balance exercise session time was recorded as 10 min. If balance exercises only occurred once a week in a 3×/week programme, the frequency was recorded as 1×/week and so on. If more than two groups were described, data were extracted for the balance intervention group and the inactive control group.

When more than one classification of balance outcome measure was reported for the same participants, data for each outcome measure classification were extracted separately for subgroup analysis. In anticipation that multiple outcome measures matched to the same type of balance exercise could be reported (eg, the effect of a control COM intervention being measured using single leg stance and anteroposterior sway), we determined a preferred order of outcome extraction a priori to avoid data extraction for multiple outcomes from the same study being entered into the subgroup meta-analysis, and to extract the same outcome measure from studies for pooling in meta-analyses wherever possible (online supplementary material 1).

Means and SDs were extracted at baseline and the end-intervention time points. Differences between groups were expressed as standardised mean differences (SMD). Where possible, SDs were calculated from means and SEs or CIs. To minimise the risk of producing spurious findings and uncertainty associated with imputed results, studies that reported insufficient outcome data to allow calculation of means and SDs (eg, medians and IQRs, change scores or stratified outcomes) were not included in analyses. All authors of studies that reported adequate outcome data for inclusion in meta-analysis but had not fully reported balance exercise programme variables required for meta-regression analysis (most commonly the number of minutes dedicated to balance exercise training within a session) were contacted for additional information, and when supplied these data were also included in the final data set.

### Risk of bias assessments

Study-level risk of bias was assessed using the Physiotherapy Evidence Database (PEDro) scale, an 11-item scale scored out of 10 that assesses potential risks for bias in the reporting of clinical trials. A PEDro score of 6/10 or higher is considered to indicate good to excellent methodological quality. Each trial was rated independently by MKF and LR and/or RH. Any discrepancies in PEDro ratings were resolved through discussion to the point of consensus. After reaching consensus, in addition to investigator scoring, each study was cross-checked with ratings recorded in the PEDro database. Potential for bias was further assessed following meta-analysis by generating funnel plots for all analyses with greater than 10 studies, as recommended by Higgins and Green.

### Data analysis

Study-level risk of bias was examined using the regression plots of PEDro scores and the magnitude of observed effects (SMD) to determine if there was any correlation between PEDro score and trial outcome. A significant correlation may indicate methodological diversity contributing to bias at the study level (eg, lack of intention-to-treat analysis or non-blinding of outcome assessors) and influencing trial outcomes.

SMDs between groups and the SE in the estimate of the SMD (seSMD) were calculated for generation of meta-analyses using the five balance exercise types as the independent variable (multidimensional, control COM, mobility, reaching and stepping) and the corresponding balance outcomes data as the dependent variable. Outcomes were pooled using random-effects meta-analysis given the non-uniform outcome measures used between trials. Statistical heterogeneity, indicative of between-study variability in observed effects beyond chance, was examined using the I² statistic. Funnel plots were generated, by plotting SMD against the inverse of seSMD for each meta-analysis of more than 10 studies, to visually examine for asymmetry and assess the potential for possible publication bias affecting the meta-analysis outcome.

Single variable regression bubble plots were generated initially to examine the relationships between individual variables and their effect on outcome measurements (SMD) that were subsequently examined in the multiple variable meta-regression analyses. Examination of single variable plots prior to meta-regression is needed to determine if any variables have a significant association with study effects (SMD) when examined in isolation. If a single variable has a significant association with study effect prior to inclusion in a meta-regression analysis, inclusion of this variable could increase the risk of misleading findings. Meta-regression analyses were constructed using the theoretical models of the FITT
principle and exercise specificity. Given that balance exercise intensity cannot currently be quantified, having no validated measure, the meta-regression model was built using the available balance exercise programme variables that were reported: frequency (sessions/week), balance exercise type (eg, control COM, reaching, mobility), within-session balance exercising time (min) and programme duration (weeks) as independent variables in meta-regression analyses. We used random-effects meta-regression, employing restricted maximum likelihood, in calculating the SEs of the effect estimates. Meta-regression analysis was conducted on balance exercise programme types where greater than 20 observations were available, as recommended by Gagnier et al.20 This was to reduce the risk of generating spurious significant findings from overfit of the meta-regression analysis based on the ratio of the number of studies to the number of covariates in the model.

For each meta-regression the regression coefficient, 95% upper and lower CIs and P values were reported, along with $I^2$ and adjusted $R^2$ values. The adjusted $R^2$ values were used to evaluate to what degree variables included in the model explained the variance in trial outcomes. Funnel plots were generated using RevMan21; all other statistical analyses were conducted using Stata V.14.

**RESULTS**

**Study characteristics**

The flow of the studies through the review is shown in figure 1. Examination of 63 systematic reviews (online supplementary material 2) led to the identification of 95 randomised trials for inclusion in meta-analyses (online supplementary material 3). The number of participants in included trials ranged from 727 for stepping interventions, to 4479 for control COM interventions. Intervention group sample size ranged from 9 to 313 participants. Average age across the five exercise types was 74.5 years (range 59–88). One hundred and sixty outcome measurements were reported across the five balance exercise types (eg, a balance exercise programme with reaching exercises reported a reaching outcome measure).

Figure 1 Flow of studies through the review. Initial search for systematic reviews and meta-analyses that included randomised controlled trials (RCTs) of balance exercise interventions, followed by extraction of eligible RCTs from eligible review articles.
Exercise variables, balance outcome measures and risk of bias data extracted from the 95 randomised trials were tabulated for analysis (online supplementary materials 4 and 5).

Evaluation of potential sources of bias in included trials

The study PEDro total scores for included trials ranged from 3 to 9, with 54% of trials controlling for six or more potential sources of bias. Given that these were exercise intervention trials, the subject blinding and therapist blinding criteria were not met for any included trials. The next three least met criteria were concealed allocation (30.5%), intention-to-treat analysis (38.9%) and assessor blinding (56.8%). Regression plots generated for each exercise type showed no significant correlation between PEDro scores and observed effects (SMD) for any intervention type (multidimensional $r=-0.24$, $P=0.16$; reaching $r=0.23$, $P=0.34$; control COM $r=-0.20$, $P=0.12$; mobility $r=-0.10$, $P=0.50$; stepping $r=-0.17$, $P=0.74$) (online supplementary material 5). This indicated that risk of outcomes showing systematic bias related to the quality of trial methodology was low, and therefore all identified trials were included in meta-analyses. Funnel plots indicated a reasonable spread of effect sizes around the mean effect, so any influence that publication bias might have appears to be relatively small (online supplementary material 6).

Effectiveness of balance exercise by type

Meta-analyses of balance exercise interventions showed small to moderate effects in favour of exercise programmes that included multidimensional (SMD 0.50, CI 0.36 to 0.65), reaching (SMD 0.48, CI 0.33 to 0.64), control COM (SMD 0.42, CI 0.27 to 0.56) and mobility (SMD 0.31, CI 0.20 to 0.43) balance training. Meta-analysis of stepping interventions favoured the non-balance exercise control (SMD 0.25, −0.08 to 0.57). Substantial between-study heterogeneity was evident for all interventions, with the $I^2$ statistic ranging from moderate and significant (reaching 50.4%, $P=0.006$; multidimensional 62.3%, $P<0.001$; mobility 62.7%, $P=0.001$; and stepping 67.3%, $P=0.009$) to high and significant (control COM 80.6%, $P<0.001$), indicating the level of variability in effect estimates attributable to study characteristics beyond that expected by chance (online supplementary material 6).

Examination of trial outcome variance by prescription variable

Further inspection of extracted data using the same exercise type and outcome measure pairings established that all balance exercise prescription variables (frequency, type, time, duration) were reported for 80 of the 95 studies that were included in the meta-analyses. One hundred and thirty-three outcomes from the 80 studies were reported for 80 of the 95 studies that were included in the meta-analyses. One hundred and thirty-three outcomes from the 80 studies were available for inclusion in meta-regression analyses (figure 1). Complete data for 20 or more observations were available for meta-regression of only three intervention subgroups: multidimensional ($n=27$), control COM ($n=51$) and mobility ($n=35$). Reaching and stepping intervention data were only available for 15 and 5 studies, respectively, and thus excluded from meta-regression analysis.

Single variable regression plots were generated prior to meta-regression to explore the relationship between the balance exercise variables frequency, exercise time and programme duration by corresponding outcome measures (SMDs) for the three exercise types (online supplementary material 7). No significant association was found between individual exercise prescription variables and study effects (SMD) for any type of exercise.

Subsequent meta-regression analysis examining the relationship between exercise intervention type, session frequency, time, duration and study effects (SMD) was executed. Meta-regression analyses shown in table 3 found moderate to high statistical heterogeneity ($I^2$ range 65.1%–81.9%), which as expected was similar to the results obtained in the meta-analyses. There were no significant relationships identified between SMD and frequency, type, time or duration for the mobility or multidimensional exercise programmes. A significant relationship was found between SMD and exercise type for the control COM exercise programmes ($P=0.049$), indicating that control COM exercises are associated with improved performance on control COM outcome measurements regardless of programme frequency, time or duration. However, the adjusted $R^2$ for the control COM analysis was 2.15%, so this significant result fails to account for 97.85% of the variance in the model. Adjusted $R^2$ was −7.71% and −1.22%, respectively, for the multidimensional and mobility programme analyses, indicating that no variables explain the variation in intervention effect between studies for these exercise types. Negative adjusted $R^2$ values indicate that the factors included in the model actually ‘explain less of the heterogeneity than would be expected by chance’ (p. 500). 22

DISCUSSION

This review has shown that when most types of balance exercise interventions are pooled for analysis, there is a small (SMD<0.4) to moderate (SMD 0.4–0.7) positive effect on balance performance in older adults. This finding needs to be interpreted with caution due to the moderate to high degree of unexplained heterogeneity found in all analyses ($I^2$: 50.4%–80.6%). The results of this review are consistent with those of a smaller review of 23 trials recently published that used similar groupings of balance exercise types and outcome measures. 6 That review was limited to balance exercise-only interventions compared with non-exercise controls in healthy community-dwelling older adults and reported pooled effect sizes ranging from SMD 0.51 to 1.73 and $I^2$ values ranging from 76% to 92%. 6

Meta-regression analyses conducted as part of this review have demonstrated no association between mobility and multidimensional exercise programme frequency, type, time or duration (examined alone or in combination) with balance outcomes and an association between control COM exercise type and outcomes that explains just 2.15% of the variance observed. These analyses are based on 27–51 studies, which is greater than the minimum number of 20 observations recommended for meta-regression analysis. 20 Given this theorised minimum is somewhat arbitrary, this result warrants cautious interpretation, but it appears to indicate a lack of support for the frequency, type and time components of the FITT exercise prescription principle when applied to balance exercise programmes. There are two competing explanations for this. First, that the individual frequency, type and time components of the FITT exercise prescription principle are not uniquely important in prescribing balance exercises to older adults. This would seem at odds with other meta-analyses that have identified the importance of these factors, where exercise programmes for the prevention of falls have been considered. 1 The second is that missing elements (such as intensity) of the exercises performed, which have not been reported to date, are critical factors.

This is the first known attempt to use meta-regression to analyse the relative contribution of reported exercise prescription variables (balance exercise frequency, type, time and duration) on the performance of balance outcome measurements following
balance exercise interventions. Within a single empirical study, it is possible to study the effect of one exercise variable, for example, frequency, but only if all other variables are held constant. There is a need to specifically design studies that investigate the relative impact of different exercise prescription elements individually if we are going to enhance our understanding in this area. Analyses in the present review have sought to make use of variation in these elements across the body of literature but have been limited by the lack of reporting of the intensity variable. With the development of a measure of balance exercise intensity, future analyses could be performed incorporating intensity in the model. This would assist researchers to determine if balance exercise intensity is an important factor in balance exercise prescription. There is an urgent need to develop such a measure of balance exercise intensity and incorporate this in future studies examining balance exercise interventions in older adults.

There may be additional benefit to improved understanding and measurement of balance exercise intensity. It has been noted, specifically in relation to strength and aerobic training, that the variable of exercise intensity is ‘the most closely related to serious adverse events’ (p820). This caution could extend to balance exercise prescription given the potential risk of falls and fall-related injury with highly challenging exercises. In fact, falls and balance specialists tend to avoid prescribing challenging balance exercises to older adults engaging in unsupervised exercise programmes.

### Limitations

Limitations of the present review need to be acknowledged. First, moderate to high levels of between-study heterogeneity in effect sizes were observed. It is possible that variations in study quality may have confounded the results of the studies included in this review. This however appears unlikely as there was no association between study PEDro scores and individual study SMDs. Examination of funnel plots indicates that the risk of publication bias influencing the results is low; however, this possibility cannot be excluded particularly given only articles published in English language were included in this review. Second, data from 50 trials were insufficiently reported and not imputed for inclusion in these meta-analyses. In addition, data from several studies were unable to be incorporated into the meta-regression analyses due to incomplete reporting of the frequency, type and time variables of the multidimensional, mobility and control COM balance interventions. These considerations limit confidence in these review findings and challenge the research community to develop standards for balance exercise prescription and reporting. Similar levels of missing data in reporting of exercise trials have been reported by others with recommendations for standardised reporting. The recent introduction of the Template for Intervention Description and Replication guidelines to enhance the completeness of reporting of interventions used in randomised controlled trials may help to address this issue in future years.

Third, there were only a small number of studies reporting reaching or stepping interventions. Hence, we were unable to perform meta-regression analyses for these interventions. In addition, meta-regression analyses of pooled results from the multidimensional, control COM and mobility interventions are inferior to a direct investigation of the impact of different variable combinations within a single study. A single study would address the meta-regression limitation of between-study variability and inconsistency in control conditions potentially contaminating results. Future studies to address this limitation are needed.
Finally, a statistical analysis based on a theoretical model may not include all possible variables in the model, nor be a close representation of how different variables interact in situ. The FITT model is however the putative model used in exercise prescription, so was an appropriate model to examine for this meta-regression analysis.

CONCLUSION
Given the public health cost and individual impact of falls and fall-related injuries in older adults, clinicians would benefit from clear evidence to guide optimal balance exercise prescription. Meta-analysis in this review showed that balance exercise programmes categorised into four subtypes (multidimensional, control COM, mobility and reaching) had a small to moderate effect on balance performance in older adults. Meta-regression of exercise variables in interventions designed to improve control of COM accounted for less than 3% of the variance in outcomes reported, and none of the variance associated with mobility or multidimensional interventions. This indicates that while balance exercise is effective at improving balance task performance across most subdomains, there is no clear evidence that specific dosage in exercise frequency, time or duration is typically associated with positive effects.

RECOMMENDATIONS
▶ Balance exercise programmes produce small to moderate improvements in balance of older adults.
▶ Clinicians seeking to improve how well older adults control their COM should prescribe exercises with focus. It is not clear whether improving other facets of balance requires the same level of specificity in exercise prescription.
▶ Monitor the effect of balance exercise programmes using outcome measures specific to the target skill, for example, use Functional Reach to measure the effect of a programme requiring the exerciser to reach outside of their base of support.
▶ To assist ongoing analysis of exercise effects, when reporting results of balance exercise, trials should include specific information on the types of balance exercise performed, as well as frequency, time and duration.
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